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THE SORROWFUL LAMENT OF A SHIAH

Question:

In an ‘Open letter to Mufti A.K.Hoosen’ a Shiah, Mr.B.Shahid, laments what he calls
‘Takfirism’, and which he attributes to Mufti A.K.Hoosen. According to this Shiah, Mufti
Hoosen is propagating ‘hate speech’, ‘violence’ and ‘killing’ by his kufr pronouncements
on Shiahs. What is the response for this lament and claim of the Shiah?

ANSWER

While the best response to the drivel disgorged by the miscreant and misguided Shiah is silence
and to assign his essay of nonsense into a bucket of excrement, there is the possibility of
ignorant Muslims going astray by the rubbish adorned with satanism which he has disgorged. It
is therefore necessary to prepare an adequate and detailed response and refutation of the
stercoraceous effluvium which the Shiah has excreted in his essay of jahaalat which is nothing
but a disingenuous and desperate attempt to kick up dust and smoke for obfuscating the
ignorant and unwary in general, and in particular modernist zindeeqs who profess to be
Muslims. These modernists are Shiah cohorts.

If Allah Ta’ala grants us the taufeeq, we shall respond with a detailed and adequate refutation
of the copro-caprice and
jahaalat of the Shiah fellow.
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Meanwhile, Muslims should understand well that just as Hindus, Christians, Jews, Buddhists,
Fire-Worshippers and the myriad of other followers of Iblees are kuffaar, so too are Shiahs
kuffaar. And, this epithet is copiously employed by Allah Azza Wa Jal in the Qur’aan Majeed. It
is an epithet of academic import with consequences which will become conspicuously manifest
in the Aakhirah where the abode of the kuffaar is situated, namely,
Jahannam
wherein all kuffaar will dwell everlastingly.

The pronouncement of kufr for kuffaar is never ‘hate speech’ as the Shiah chap contends. It is
merely the proclamation of the Haqq to save ignorant Muslims- those whose jahaalat is
lamentable – those whose Imaan dangles by a thread – from entrapment in the snare of Iblees
which all kuffaar prepare for ignorant Muslims.

The most notorious advocates of hate speech are Shiahs whose hate speech against the
Sahaabah cannot be hidden. They are the most virulent experts of hate speech which is
directed to the Source of Islam i.e. the Sahaabah.

The beliefs of Shiahs and Muslims are mutually repellent and as vastly different as Heaven and
Hell. The idea of Shiahs being Muslims in the meaning of the Qur’aan and Sunnah is a massive
Ibleesi deception. Therefore understand well, that the proclamation of the Haqq, viz., that
Shiahs are NOT Muslims, is a statement of fact. It is not hate speech just as saying that
Christians are kuffaar, is not hate speech.
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Since the Shiah chap has no valid, logical and academic response for the charges against
Shi’ism, he resorts to emotionalism and introduces the stupid, monotonous red herring of
‘takfirism’ without even understanding the Islamic concept of Takfeer. Insha-Allah, a detailed
response shall be forthcoming.

Meanwhile for the benefit of unwary Muslims, the abhorrent beliefs of kufr of the Shiahs, in a nut
shell, are as follows:

(1) The Islamic doctrine of Nubuwwat is extended to their Imaams whom they believe to be
infallible, and to whom Jibraeel (Alayhis salaam) delivers Wahi from Allah Ta’ala.

(2) The Qur’aan Majeed in our possession is, Nauthubillah!, a massive ‘fraud’ concocted and
fabricated by the Sahaabah. According to Shiahs the ‘true’ Qur’aan is with Imaam Mahdi who
has been hiding in some cave since childhood.

(3) Almost 100% of the Sahaabah had become murtads after the demise of Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam).
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These three corruption ideas are a very brief outline of the real thing of Shi’ism which we and
others have expounded in many books which are available.

14 Zul Hajj 1441 – 4 August 2020
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